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Cavar
Mašhad, Kitābhāna-i Āsitān-i Quds-i Raḍawī 300, f. 1v; Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, grec 1853, f. 186v
This volume of *Studia graeco-arabica* marks a new beginning in the life of our journal with the Pisa University Press: we are most grateful to its Editorial Board for including SGA among the journals of the PUP. Our warm thanks go also to the Publisher Pacini Editore S.r.l. for ten years of fruitful cooperation. The issue 11 (2021) features two fascicles, one of them being devoted to *Logica graeco-arabico-hebraica*; we are very grateful to Yehuda Halper, who acted as the Guest Editor of fascicle 11/2 (2021). Due to this twin issue, the book announcements and reviews are reported to volume 12 (2022). Finally, our heartfelt thanks go to Stéphane Toussaint, the Editor in Chief of *Accademia*, for his kind permission to publish a revised English version of Concetta Luna’s essay in memory of Father Henri Dominique Saffrey O.P.
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